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WHO IS MOONI
Life is about special moments and sharing spaces with those we love.

Here at Mooni, we design and manufacture contemporary LED lighting that combines 
illumination and sound to allow you to transform an ordinary space into an experience.

We have integrated Scandinavian design with innovation in our products that consume 
little to no electricity. Embrace the feeling of a shared space, capture the moment, have 

fun, and enjoy Mooni in any environment.

Mooni. Making life’s moments Brighter.



Stereo Pairing
When you pair two Mooni speakers, they automatically sync together to bring you powerful stereo 
sound. Place them facing towards you on separate sides of the room and enjoy the listening 
experience.  

Illuminating
Every Mooni product can be illuminated in 9 different colors and 4 dynamic color modes. Looking 
for a soothing fade between colors or something that’ll make you dance? We’ve got a mode for 
that.

Control
Some things are just too complicated. The Mooni remote is ergonomically designed and allows 
you to make all your changes on a simple interface. Took your Mooni on an adventure but left your 
remote back home? No problem, you can change the most basic functions with a press of an button 
that is on every product.

Splash proof
Got caught in a light rain or want to have the product close to the pool? All Mooni products are 
splash proof and are rated IP44.

Functions

Charging 
We have developed and patented our very own wireless charging technology. With a Wirefree 
Charging Plate hidden under the surface of a table or night stand, you can charge your Mooni by 
simply placing it over the hidden plate. Isn’t that amazing? You no longer have to do the plug-in and 
plug-out dance. And of course if you are on the run, you can always charge your Mooni via USB. 
Charging has never been this easy. 





Speaker Lanterns
On display or on the go, our speaker lanterns offer a spectrum of 
colors and dynamic color modes that give you the capability to 
elevate an ordinary space to an extraordinary experience.

Lanterns
Not like a traditional lamp, Mooni® lanterns not only provide 
illumination, they create experiences that are controlled by you. 
Select from a spectrum of color options to suit your mood.



Table Lamp Speaker
218mm x 284mm

The Mooni Table Lamp Speaker features smooth, sculpted pine wood for a modern Scandinavian 
appeal. Personalize the ambience to suit the moment. Stream your playlist and relax with the soft 
glow in your bedroom, a romantic dinner, on the balcony... the possibilities are endless. Also fits 
nicely on a bedside table and makes a great night light as you can dim the  brightness. 

Table Lamp
218mm x 284mm



TakeMe Speaker
183mm x 337mm

Take light and sound wherever you go. Our flexible rubber handle and 
durable lantern body is easy to carry along on your many adventures. 
Perfect by the pool, at the park, or anywhere you want to bring Mooni. 
Stream music and create a moment by bringing your TakeMe speaker 
anywhere you go. 



Andale Speaker
240mm x 332mm

Sleek and elegant. We found a perfect harmony designing the 
Andale speaker, uniting technology with Scandinavian design. 
Gorgeous in white illumination with your choice of color options to 
suit your mood. Create your moment anywhere by simply taking 
your Mooni® with you.

Andale Lantern
240mm x 332mm

Coming 
soon!



Eye Lantern
239mm x 282mm

Simple and playful. The Mooni Eye Lantern 
is lightweight and easy to carry, even for 
your little ones. The color illumination from 
this lantern will bring more personality 
to your patio, play room, or any area you 
choose. 



Eye Speaker
239mm x 282mm

The compact Mooni Eye Speaker adds a 
little personality to every setting. Bring 
Mooni along to the beach, a day at the 
park, anywhere you want to elevate the 
moment. Stream your playlist and turn up 
the fun for the whole family. 



The OVO Speaker by Mooni features sculpted wood arches for a 
modern Scandinavian appeal with each detail thoughtfully designed. 
Create the mood with a variety of colors and personalize the 
moment when you stream your favorite tunes from your Bluetooth 
device. Comes in two sizes.



OVO Mini Speaker
238mm x 392mm

OVO Speaker
314mm x 507mm





IP45
183mm x 305mm

OVO Mini Lantern
238mm x 392mm

OVO Lantern
314mm x 507mm

The OVO Lantern by Mooni features sculpted wood arches for a modern Scandinavian 
appeal, bringing the best combination of design and function. Illuminate your surroundings 
and set the mood from a spectrum of colors and light modes. This shape is great for 
bringing color and style into larger spaces. Comes in two sizes.



Eclipse Speaker
239mm x 282mm

We designed the Mooni Eclipse speaker with two philosophies in mind: design and sound. The 
smooth curves and our signature pine wood handle blends in beautifully with your décor while 
the concave shape enhances and delivers powerful sound. The LEDs illuminating around the 
speaker create a ring of fire effect when set on a dynamic light mode setting. 



Lantern remote

Wirefree charging plate

Speaker remote

Wirefree cork plate

ACCESSORIES



How to reach us

Sweden Office
Kammakargatan 29 
111 60 Stockholm, Sweden

sales@mooni.com
www.mooni.com



www.mooni.com




